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PP024   OVEN CLEAN PROCEDURE 
 

• First dismantle the oven including the side rails, range hood and cooktop, lay out a big 

towel on a free bench and wearing the correct PPE spray all oven interior parts with grill 

clean.   

• Place all small parts and knobs into a sink of hot soapy water to soak.   

• Soak the range hood filters in same hot water or in the laundry sink (do not spray range 

hood parts or the stainless sink with Grill clean as it burns the soft aluminium) or put 

through the dishwasher 

• Now start on the oven, get paper towel and wipe off the residue.  Scrape or metal scour 

food residue from the interior including the roof.  You may have to unhook the top element 

so gain access to the roof.  Scrape- Scour -Spray until all surfaces are clean with no burn 

build up.  A bad oven may need this doing several times.  Clean the rubber seals, clean the 

door hinges and the glass.  Treat the outside of an oven like GLASS and only clean with non-

abrasives such as rip off or windex.  The decals and knobs will then stay intact.  Finally 

scour the trays, side rails and shelves to remove all burned on food and pat dry.   

• The oven should be clean and dry.  Buff the front glass with paper towel and return any 

knobs. 

• The Cook-top uses same principles.  Ceramic tops can be warmed slightly and then 

sprayed with grill clean, a scraper will loosen heavy soiling.  Older stoves need to have the 

ring parts dismantled and scrubbed and any drip trays pulled out and scrubbed.  Be careful 

with chrome rings as they can blacken using grill clean.  Never pull out a stove just clean 

around as far as you can reach.  Remove grime from the edge of the cooktop using a 

screwdriver gently. 

• Range Hood, this can get very greasy and as you can’t use grill clean, JIF or bleach may be 

the only way to get the mesh clean.  Try to be gentle with the mesh as it can come apart 

from the housing very easily, buff dry stainless steel parts and wipe over the glass, light and 

pull out sections including the top.  It is not necessary to clean the interior workings of the 

range-hood that are covered by the filters. 

• Once the oven and range is completed check for drips on the cupboard fronts.  Also clean 

the kickboards under the Oven removing any cobwebs and gunk from the floor corners and 

between the dishwashers and other cupboards. 

 


